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Abstract

Recent applications such as video conferencing systems, Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) systems,

digital cable television, and video streaming, built on years of digital video research. State-of-the-

art video coding standards such as H.263 (1995), MPEG-2 (1996), and MPEG-4 (2001) have a

common goal of achieving higher compressed video quality for lower bit-rates. The International

Video Coding Experts' Group (VCEG) is standardizing the next-generation video-coding standard,

H.26L. This will reduce the bit rate by about 50%, at the expense of a roughly four-fold increase

in implementation complexity.

Computational Process Networks (CPN) is a scalable framework for real-time data-intensive

systems' implementation on commodity multiprocessor workstations. This is an extension of the

process networks model, which captures functional parallelism, guarantees determinate execution,

and runs in bounded memory if a bounded memory implementation exists. Typically for video

encoders bounded memory implementations exist.

As CPN can model the inherent parallelism in the H.26L video encoder and preserve functional

precedence, a faster execution of the video encoder is possible. The contributions of this paper are:

� Model a version of the H.26L video encoder on the CPN framework

� Implement the proposed model and test it on 176� 144 QCIF resolution frames

� Explore applications where this implementation would be useful.

Index terms: H.26L video encoder, computational process networks, system modeling, functional

and data level parallelism, computational complexity, dataow models
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1 Introduction

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is proposing the new video coding standard,

H.26L, which is aimed at providing enhanced compression performance at a very low bit rate for

real-time, low end-to-end delay applications [1{8]. The model provides bit rate savings of about

50% when compared to an H.263+ codec that has been optimized for visual quality for sequences

at low bit-rates. Also, improved network adaptation layers (NALs) are being developed so that the

coded video data can be transported in existing and future networks, such as circuit-switched wired

networks, Internet Protocol (IP) networks with real{time transport protocol (RTP) packetization,

and third-generation wireless systems. But this increase in bit rate vs. quality trade-o� comes

at the cost of a four{fold increase in implementation complexity when compared to the fully

optimized H.263+ codec [8].

In this project the inherent functional parallelism of the H.26L video encoder is exploited

and Computational Process Networks (CPN) is used to implement a system level modeling of

the encoder, for faster performance. Allen and Evans [9] developed CPN and use their C++

implementation of CPN to implement a real-time beamformer on multiple workstations. He and

Zhong [10] use CPN [9] to implement MPEG-4 encoder on a similar model. He, Ahmad and

Liou [11,12] implement a MPEG-4 codec on a group of workstations using hierarchical Petrinets.

On a single processor machine, for encoding three 176 � 144 QCIF resolution frames of the

Foreman video sequence the time taken for both the sequential and parallel implementation of the

encoders are same. However, this design is scalable to a multi processor workstation, and CPN can

then extract more parallelism, for faster encoding. Also, if more number of frames were encoded,

parallel processing would reduce encoding time, compared to a sequential implementation.
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In this paper, Section 2 presents a formal model of the H.26L video encoder as a homogeneous

Synchronous Dataow model, and discusses how it can be extended to a CPN model. Section 3

provides a description of the software implementation using C/C++/Pthreads, based on the

model. The results and a comparison of the original sequential version of the H.26L video encoder

with the concurrent implementation are presented in Section 4. Possible applications where con-

current video encoding using POSIX threads would be useful are discussed in Section 5. Finally,

Section 6 concludes the paper and provides directions for future work.

2 Modeling

The H.26L video-coding standard separates the video encoder into two separate layers: a video

coding layer that is responsible for e�ciently representing the video content, and a network adap-

tation layer that packs the coded data in an appropriate manner based on the network over which

it is being transmitted. The focus of this work is on the video coding layer.

Figure 1 shows a generic block diagram of a H.26L video compression codec, where the encoded

bitstream reduces the spatial and temporal statistical redundancy in video sequences. Modi�ed

versions of this block diagram also applies to other video codecs such as H.263, MPEG-2, MPEG-4

simple pro�le video encoders. Like the present video coding standards, H.26L also has inherent

functional and data level parallelism, and hence can be modeled using formal system-level com-

putational models.

In order to model the computation and communication in the video encoder, the statically

schedulable Synchronous Dataow (SDF) model, or dynamically schedulable Boolean Dataow

(BDF) or Dynamic Dataow (DDF) may be used to guarantee determinacy and correctness [13].
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Figure 1. Generalized block diagram of a H.26L video encoder having block-based motion

compensation and transform coding. This can be mapped to an homogeneous Synchronous

Dataow (SDF) model with one token on each arc.

Kahn's process network is a superset of dataow models and is a computational model where

concurrent processes are connected by unidirectional �rst-in-�rst-out (FIFO) queues. When a

block reads values on an input port, the block's execution will halt until enough data is available

on that input port. If enough data is available, then the block consumes (dequeues) the data on the

port. The results obtained from a process network are determinate, irrespective of the execution

order in the model. However, determining whether the process network can be scheduled or not

in bounded memory cannot be predicted in a �nite amount of time.

Parks [13] extended Kahn's process networks by setting a �nite capacity on each arc (queue)

and developed a scheduling policy that will yield bounded execution if one exists. When a block

tries to write to a full queue, arti�cial deadlock is introduced, which can be corrected by in-

creasing the size of the full queue. Allen and Evans [9] added �ring thresholds to the queues to
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form computational process networks (CPN). Their model combining process networks, bounded

scheduling for realization in �nite memory, and �ring thresholds from computation graphs [14],

avoids running into arti�cial deadlocks. Their implementation of CPN using C++ and portable

operating system interface (POSIX) threads is intended for computationally intensive algorithms

on large symmetric multiple workstations. However, with context switching between the nodes

and amount of load on each node, tradeo�s between overhead, latency and parallelism will exist.

Allen and Evans' [9] computational process networks model is a scalable framework that could be

mapped onto a multiprocessor workstation.

In this project computational process networks is used to model the data ow and control ow

of the H.26L video encoder, to provide real-time encoding, determinacy, correctness, completed

and bounded execution. Each functional block is modeled as a CPN node and implemented as a

Pthread class. Each arc is represented by a FIFO queue, and fork nodes are implemented so that

inputs are copied to multiple outputs. In a similar work He and Zhong [12] model a MPEG-4

simple visual pro�le video encoder using CPN.

3 Implementation

This work parallelizes a sequential version of the H.26L video encoder available at:

ftp://standards.pictel.com/video-site/h26L/

The source code is in ANSI C and supports CIF (352�288) and QCIF (176�144)resolution image

sequences. The source code is targeted for demonstration purposes, and encodes three frames of

the QCIF resolution Foreman input sequence in 21.6 seconds.
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This version of the H.26L video encoder was implemented using CPN, based on the Pthread

library and Allen and Evans' [9] C++ implementation of CPN framework available at

http://www.ece.utexas.edu/~allen/PNSourceCode/

This implementation of CPN is scaled by the operating system according to the available number

of processors up to the amount of functional parallelism exposed by the PN graph. The classes,

CPNNode and CPNQueue were used to implement the nodes and queues respectively.

The implementation presented here followed the works of He and Zhong's [12] implementation

of an MPEG-4 video encoder on CPN. The basic design steps involved are:

� System modeling: The sequential code was modeled as self-contained blocks as the Fig-

ure 1. Each of these blocks were speci�ed to be one CPN node, that inputs one token,

processes it, and outputs one token, after processing on it. Each of these nodes were inher-

ited from the Pthread class CPNNode. Adjacent nodes communication via �rst-in-�rst-out

(FIFO) queues. The queue class is inherited from the Pthread class CPNQueue

� Token speci�cation: Each frame of the input video sequence is described as one token.

Within the frame the block-based computations are done sequentially in this implementa-

tion. However, more parallelism could have been extracted, if block based computations

could be done parallely, as well.

� Precedence preservation: The designed queues with the �ring thresholds and the nodes

preserve functional precedence, as the nodes do not �re, until there is an output token from

the previous node.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Original (a) and H.26L encoded (b) frame 2 for the 176 � 144 QCIF resolution

Foreman input video sequence, with 25 : 1 compression

4 Results

The CPN implementation of the H.26L video encoder functions correctly, and the compressed

bitstream is successfully decoded by the H.26L video decoder. The input sequence contains three

frames of the QCIF resolution (176� 144) Foreman video sequence. The �rst frame is coded as

an intra or I-frame, where each block in the frame is coded as it is, and hence the spatial and

temporal redundancies are not exploited. The second one is coded as a bidirectionally predicted

or B-frame, where each block in the frame is forward and backward predicted from the previous

and next frame respectively, and the di�erence is encoded. The last frame is coded as a predicted

or P-frame, where each block in the frame is forward predicted from the two previous frames.

Figure 2 presents the original and H.26L encoded second frame. The compression achieved

for the three frames is 25:1, and the encoding time is 21.6 seconds, which is comparable to

the sequential implementation. Though the parallel implementation does not reduce encoding

time, for three frames on a single processor, it is expected to perform better on a multiprocessor
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platform, where independent tasks can be distributed to di�erent processors. Also, increasing the

number of frames to be encoded, will also enable CPN to take advantage of more parallelism.

5 Applications

Video encoding and processing on POSIX threads, exploiting parallelism, will bene�t innu-

merable on-line real-time constraint applications, such as, video transcoding over the Internet,

video conferencing, and video streaming applications. Zhou, Vellaikal, Shen and Kuo [15] suggest

an on-line scene change detection algorithm in multicast video, which is realizable using POSIX

threads. The bu�ering and processing of frames are modeled on separate processors for scene

change detection in their work. For video conference and streaming, after segmenting the video

sequence, each segment can be processed on a di�erent processor, to meet real-time deadlines.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Allen and Evans' [9] CPN framework provides a scalable platform for building computationally

intensive signal processing applications on commodity workstations. This work uses their libraries

to build a parallel implementation of a H.26L video encoder. For encoding 3 video frames, the

concurrent execution of CPN nodes, and the original sequential program takes the same time on

a single processor workstation, due to inter dependencies of the nodes. More speedup would be

obtained by experimenting on a multiprocessor platform, or by exploiting the parallelism existing

in each node. Although the current implementation is far from meeting real-time deadlines, the

key insight of this work is that the CPN implementation of the H.26L video encoder can be scaled

to a multiprocessor platform for faster execution.
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